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Abstract

Children's knowledge about r eading was examlned'through questions about

r
Foundations for-Literacy

1

their knowledge of print, through airalytis of their interactions with a

teacher, and from questions to parents. Three- to six-year-bld children
. .

were asked to name letters and spell words, .talk about g:booki and print

,letters and words. Ten prereadirg lessons were given to the children to

measure imMedPeteand longer-term effects of instruction. Parents were ,

7'

. 1
, ,1

asked questions before and after the instruction about their perceptions

...- of their child's knowledge and interest in reading and about the support,
...

,

.

they provided their children ateme for re4i.pg. The results confirmed

the prediction thpt children's knowledge about reading coild be construed

terTsof levels of development, enabling the construction of activities

4
to foster children's interest and knowledge about how to read. 'Analyses

of teacher-student interactions indicated that activities that matched

children's' level of reading development was more effective than those that

did not.

11
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-An-4-nvestigatinn_of_Prereading instruction

from a Developmental Perspective:'

Foundations for Literacy

There.has been a tendency in educa ion to explain reading.abi. lity dif-

A-'

ferences among first-grade children. iR terms of maturation. However, this

often means rejecting' the notion that parents And preschool teachers play

a role in preparing c.hildrep,specifically for ,reading. Further, it is often

assumed that'if begi.nning'reading instruction is delayed, .immature children

will,eventually learn to read. These views, while based principally on

research in'the 1930's (the two studies most frequently cited are Morphett &

Ashburne, 1931, and Dolch & BloOmster, 1937)4 have received little qmpiricalp

(24port (Clay, 1972; Coltheart, 1979; Durkin, 1972).
/

An equally pervasive position has been to describe beginning reading
/Ire.

in terms of a,number of very.general prerequisites. Gray (1925), for

example; listed six prerequisite s to reading: facility in use of, ideas,

wide experience, sufficient command of English, wide vocabulary, accurate

enunciation, and a desire to read. While it'is likely to be true that

these charactel=isiic suggest the ideally prepared child, they encompass

so many skills and are so lot_ely stated.that neither parent nor teacher

could readily use the information to prepare a child for reading. A

similar stance has been taken in the development of reading readinesi

tests.i/ Purss (1979), surveying published tests, found no general agree-

ment as to What readiness is or what it should measure. Her survey
.

5 1
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t.

indicated that reading readirleis tests typic"ally include visual, auditory,

and language understanding skills and a teacher assessmenI of emotiohal
---,r

and social maturity.' Here, because so many skills and knowledge.

charactellistici art tapped, test results are, most likely td haverno benefit

.1

. other than ranking children.
.

.

)t ,

These attitudes and practices have, in our opinion, not resulted in

practical- educational applicatipns, especially for children of minority

cultures and low socioeconomic stanglin 'is these children especially

who suffer'high rates of reading failure (Francis, 1977;Kinsbourne, 1976;
4

Kohn & Rosmanf))74; Wallach, Wallach: Dozier, & Kaplan, 1977). When our

sense of whab\reading involves ana hoo it is acquired is deStribed in

terms,such general terms, direct application to p{eading programs and advice

te 'parents can easily result in vague, possibly unsound,practices.' This

study addresses this prOblem of establishing more narrowly conceived pro-. '

grams-end activities for home and sebool. While only one of many that

need .to be carried out, it is:hoped that studies of this sort will

eventually affect educational practice.
-

741144Z ..

Recently acquired evidence suggests that learning how to read
.

.

reaches into eke preschool years and has a longer period of development

usually
.. 1

than has been.recognized (Bissex, 1980; pUrkin, 1966; Mason,
,

1980; Mason & McCOrmick, 1979;'Read, 1971; & Soderbergh, 1977). Further,

there seem to be specific Ather than general conceptual underpinnings
I.

to an understanding of howt6read'(Ehri,-1979; Graves, 1980; Liberman,

6
4
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Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977; MacKinnon, 1959; Anderson,

Teale, & Estrada, Note 1): to particular, prereading concepts that emerge

through experiences at home with book* and written materials are found to b

play an important role in later
I
reading success (Durkin, 1966). Als o', com-

.

--If. , .. # .

,

pensatory programs thaft have been succes sful rely prinCipally on intensive

training (e.g., ,Becker, 1977; "Clay, 1972;,Elkulin, 1963; Rosner 1974) or on

a strong problem=solving approach tb reading (MacKinnon, 1959). We interpret

these results indicate that delaying -instruction until a child _0. ready

to learn to read is quite the'opposite of the best policy. However, what

should be taught is still not apparent and is the subject of widely varying

opinions.

One position taken is that one must first help children "break the

code," that is, receive phonics instruction in order to understand the

relationship between letters and sounds and be able to identify new printed

words (Becker, 1977), In contrast is a view that reading must be

meln.ingful. Instruction cannot be broken into phonetic skill components

because that would so distort the act of reading that children' will'

be misdiliacted and will attend to inappropriate aspects of print(Goodman &

Goodmari', 1979).

Our View is'that both positions have their place; however, the .

meaningfulness of-print must be emphasized before engaging children in

\t
word analys . That is, there exists a hierarchy of prereading concepts.

A

First children st learn that particular and.meaningful words and

messages have prin ed counterparts. When they have understood this w

lot
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concept (or set of concepts), they will be Sftelto learn the letter-
_

sound characterittics of the languag4%

,

This position, presented by ,Mason -0980 and extended in Mason (in
.

press), Mason and Au (in press), and McCormick and Mason (_i6 press), is

derived from evidence indicating that children often acquire considerable

'knowledge of what, and owto read as a functior; principally of experiences

in'recognizing and re ding words, spelling, printing, and being read to.

An important aspect to this knowledge is its apparent initial emphasis

# on meaningfulness of prnted words and messages rather than on \lett

sound characteristics. The following description'orthe Proposed hie. rchy

clarifies this point.

Three changes in young children's conceptualization about reading are

hypothesized. In, the first level; reading is higAcontextualized; in

a tense, it is similar to
/

looking at and.remembering pictures. Consequently,.
.. . N.

%. ,-..
.

as children. learn to recognize words that appear on traffic signs, packages,

labels, billboards, and signs, attending mostly to the meaning, they,do .

.

not realize that words need not be context4-siSecific. Hence they may not

recognize as familiar wordin ,a new context, knowing',' for example, STOP on,

a stop' sign but not,Osewhere. AlsO, even though.theycan learntWOrds,

. they may not report their knowledge as we would expect. For example',

several_5-year4olds in one ,of our studies learned the word rabbit,

but later palled it "bunny." -Finally, although they frequently learn to

L
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name letters, they do not know how.to use them for remembering words. For

example, when asked to,spell short words "with magnetic letters), they

typically&lay o Ina random order all the letters we hav'e provided. ,

Thus, at this level of development, children's strategies for recognizing

e

pd.rint words are so inadequate that learning is slows relatively in-
.

effective, and often tied to inappropriate clues.

As, children become better acqdainted with printed fibiNs of words aicl

letters, such as through having alphabet books and signs read to them and

attempting to print letEersthey pay'closer, attention 6,print. They

probably now notice thatthe same word Can appear in different places

and, eventually, that some letteqp have particular sounds that are

repeated in words. _For dhildren not receiving training, in phonics, this

appears to occur through their own.attehpts to write, spell, and read

'fbmiliar words (Bisse?t, 1980; Cliomsky, 1977;'Faul, 1976; Read, 1971).

We believe that such knowledge fosters a change in viewpoint and is the

initiation of ajevel 2 understanding-of reading. For now, children can

reorganize their conceppial -representation of how learn and remember

printed words by utilizing,- letter -sound relationships. With this morn

accurate undtrstring about print, they are able to learn a large number

of words, thejdan make quite reasonable guesses about spelling\short

words, and' they will ti-y to sound out some words they have never seen.
e-

-However; as,documented by Biemiller (1970, Bissex Ppv), and SOderbergh

(1977), their orientation at tnis level of development to letters and

1
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sounds may lead them to ignore or pay insufficient attentionoto context.-

Also, they have not leatned that many letters haNie more then one sound and
. _

that clusters of letters (e.g,,, -ight, ire, illj ai) provide more acc
---t

.

cues than do single letters. For .this reason, they may try to map each

letter to a unique sound,gise the wrong sou nds for some letters or letter

t N'
clusters, or become completely confused by words which violate the major

r

letter-sound patterns (e.g., said, there, one, was).

A third level,of development is needed thatappear's to occur through

extensive eAperiences in reading. Children now ,begin to notice the

repetition of sounds for letter. clusters in words (e.g., seed, need, feed),

the possibility of manipulating letter sounds in
(

words (a child reported
'

that to write look, replace the'bin book with'1; example from Bissex,
.

1980), and morphophonemic characteristics of our language (noted by

Soderbergh, 1977). Also, they probably return'Io attending.more fully.

to -contexts to figure out new words. That.is, at Level. 3 chdren.learn

many or most words they see in print"bqause they have now redrganiZed

their conceptualization of print to feature again the meaningfulness of

print. Thus,sthey'hold,a more flexible view toward letter-sound relation-

4

ships, being better able to recognize words that have ynique patterns.

0 While making good guesses about the pronunciation of new words, they t-

are wi l,lg to skip unknown words in order to attend to tent meaning.

Level 3 readers have acquired a sufficiently precise conceptualization of .

reading Orlat they can progress apidly in reading and can read and learn

from more'comp1ex texts.

*10
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. If this model of reading development indeed reflectsyoung.children's
.%.

typical progress in learning4to read, it suggests what sort of prereading

activity or instruction to ive to children. 5ioce the central tenet
4

of the motet As its.hierarchical character, then instruction ought to be.1.

more scessfullf it 'merges with children's level of Understanding.

frhat is, an assumption,of this. model is that instruction must firkt be

,compatible with the learner's conceptual understanding
e
of the topic before

attempting to provide more complex information. To.testthis notion, we

I

'chose to work with children who wert at the first level of development,

. 7

diving some Only Level 1 tasks and the others both Level 1 and Level 2

tasks. Level' ',tasks invoved reading words in context, reading or
I

reciti d discussing stories, and XlisCussing pictured words'in terns',
.

of their meaning. Level 2tasks'involved thinking of aafinding words

be finning with iparticular letters ancons6-ucting pictures to go with

particular letters., Ev'idenCe of. the force of the model was to be

o
by measuring pretraining to posttraining score changes, by contrasting

parents'tpercePtions of their children"s interest and knowledge of readinb

before and after our intervention, and by.comparing the social interaction

patterns between-teacher and chilxiten during ,Level 1 and Level 2 tasks.

Method

.sSubjects. A group of 15 middle-class children attending a daycare

center in a small city in Southern Illinois served as subjects in the .

'study. All but one were LeVel 1 readers, as indicated -by pretest results

:11

,

A
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anparent interviews.' .The 51 gie Level 2 reader, who was a -kindergartener, ...

participated in the led"sops iut was excludeefrom most analyses of results.

Anterviews wifh parents revealed that all- parents hq completed high school.

t

9

Three were college students, while the remairWer were day-

years

I -

W°

.
.....

care teachers`, salesclerks, or secretaries. Six of the 1.5 families were.
JP

single - parent (mother drily) households, The children ranged in age from 3,

years / 'months to /6 years 5 months, an average of 4 years 4 months:. Eleven I

of the 15 chil ren were only children' (the average number of siblings was

0.3); Tpking.in account the one chi =ld whoattendea kindergarten, the

average length of attendance at school or preschool was 17 months. Thifteen

f the children 'were Anglo, and the,remaining two were.Black.

Materials. 'One parent questionnair (Mason, .1980) consisted of la

questiohs about childrenr's knowledge about letters, words, and stories

'and about how to spell, pr'-int aiad.name letters, and recognize words.
. .

Another set of '12 items measured parent support (whether ch dren watch--

educational TV and discuss TV programs with parents, whether.parents read
4

to children, the.availability of books'al home, and opportunities for

0-
childreato go on outings or to the library.). The questionnaire was pre-

,

sented twice to parents to fill-out at home,-a week before'training and

then'five months after training. The questionnaire was.also given td.a
4

new group of parents from the daycare center"thefoliowing year. A

second qdestionnaire, which was administered' qrally.to parents three weeks
. -

'after training, contained questions about children's interest 'in the stories

`4
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- 1,4-,-

. .,y -71
. that 'had been taught to them: Is the child stilrt interested? Does the %

..,- . , ..ck,-. i
child ask for books to be reread? Dpes the child reed to self? Are ther'e2 / 41..

4other signs of interst? Also, what aspects of print- does the'child seem
s

more:intere§ted...i n i(naming letters,,,, print ingf, reading words, spelling,
A

having stories read, or reading stories), and how does the parent.read

stories the child (parent has child liSten, parent" points to pictures.,

parent points' to words, or parent paraphrases rathr than readss-tory)..

A letter and word recognition test (Mason & McCormick, 1979) was givenz

,

to the children -fore training, and theme/first three subtests (pieture-
..

word matching, spelling, and letter naMiKg) were repeated after)ther
d

training. Also before training the children were told a five-sentence

story (from Stein, ,.personal corruni.cation)and after an intervening talk
,.. ,

were asked to recall/ the story. Free and probed recall scores were
,. .4' i ,I, aobtained by asking'chihIren to retell the story and then to give further. . . .

4 detai Is° of the story. For the inter 'venin'g task, cal led book words, they

were handed a book 'upside down and askI to find its keginning, did, top
.

. 1 k .
and-bottom, and to identify a.word, a letter, and the next.page. Thy

. , ,,
children were additionally tested after training on their ability to. . .

'"write something,"' "write a letter," and "write a word," and on their

ability when 'handed a new 'but 'easy-to-read 'story upside down for rightlr
if and read' the text. 1

. ,. .
Procedure. Children were tested and parents were interviewed at the

/ i . . ,i . .- , .
beginning of the vrrmerx, Following this,,the children were separated into. -.

.,,
L.4016

/

13
A
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N--
two approximately equal groups in terms of sex, age, and letter and word

f knowledge. One group received print- oriented training (Levels 1 and 2),

wre the other obtained story-oriNtetraining (level 1). urther

,

subdivided into groups of three or fotic, the children received 10 lessons
. .

which lasted about' 15 minutes each day, for two' weeks.

For the 'print-oriented training, the teacher demonstYated manuscript

printing 'of "the letter of'the day." (The six letters presented during

the two weeks of training-were s c b.) After' he teacher's naming

of the featured letter, the children took turns finding the letter from

a box containing many upper- and lower-case examples. The children prac-
/

ticed printing the letter on/unlined paper with an example of the letter

printed it manuscript form at the top.. These are Level 1 tasks because

they Only require Children to recognize or copy symbols'. They were given

in order to prepare children to,the next, Level 2, task. They were asked

to find or sort 'labeled pictures by their initial letters or"thylk of
.

words that began with a certain letter and then draw pictures of objects

beginning with the letter. The final activity of the lesson involved

reading a simple 6-7 page story that featured.theletter of the day.2,

In each story, most of the content words began with the same letter.

Therewere usually 3-6 words and an illustrative picture On a page.

The teacher read a story through once (Level 1 instruction), sometimes
.

emphasizing the sound oil the featured consonant and pointing,to the

initial letters (Level 2 instruction). Then each child, in turn, was-.

14
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asked to Tead a page from the story (Level 1 task) and was sometimeasked
A

-to point to the featured consonant as a word was spoken (Level 2 task),

After the first dWof instruction the children were able to read one new

1story and reread 'at least one story during a lesson.

For the story-oriented tra4ning.group, the,same picture cards and

-' stories were used; but instruajdn in naming, printing, and sounding letters

was omitted. Instead, childgen were presented with two pictures of labeled

/'-

objects (pictures from advertisements) and asked which.they would choose

for a specific function as described by the .teacher. For examplethe,

teacher,might ask, 'Which wou lid you use if you wanted to, can your sink?"
_r-

A child was to finds the appropriat.e'pictured item. At the end of the

gaMe, the cards'were handed back to the reacher with a child naming or
.4

describing them. For story reading, asxwiththe other group; the story

was first read by the teacher amd then each child, in turn, read a

page. However, this group Wis encoyraged to expand on or talk about the

story rathvi4than to pay attention to letter sounds. The last activity

involved having the children draw a, picture and then'tell a story about

the picture or, after being shown a label and hearing an opening state-,

ment, continue the story by describing what might happen next.

ResUlts

Testeffecis.: Analysis of pre- to posttraining changes showed sernr

direct effects of the training. One was that children from both groups

A 15

,

j
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improved in their. abil,ity to handle books. 'During the pretest,' only half

the children righted the book that:had,6 banded to them upside down.

On the posttest all Of themlphighted pit. ,Second, asked-towhen asked-to read a new

13-word story, the print-orientedroup used the actual words_appearing

on the page more .frequently thap did the story-oriented group (27% versus
gge ,

15% of the words; seeTable,1). Alt67% comparison of the two group.s'

writing shows. that the,print-orientdd group iletttr understood the writing

task(also in Table 1). -HoWeyer, there w d pre-post gains n'spelling

or in letter naming (Table 2):

)nsert Tables about here.

-;. . ,
4r. .

d

Co
,

r relations between the tests and -Ole e first parent questionnaire

.1r -

shown in Table 3 replicate-and,extegd,effects obtained by Mason (1980) .4,.
-

, .
, ,

, ..

and Melon and McCormick 09791. \Uppercase letter naMing,..as would,*
;',

.
.

* expected, was closely related to lowertaie letter naming. Lowerc4e-
,,

letter naming, however, wa4,better related to writing and spelling,

especially efier training. Also, writing, book wortk, and spelling were

interrelated. Ail of. positively 'correlated with parents'
I s

assessment of their children'slr knowledge but not 1:tthi parnt support,

ft*,
Story recall, which was got related to the prereading tests, was`correlated

with parent sup port. Theseresults' re, once the assumption that

Ncloert Tab,l3 about here:

.4 a
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diffe.renUation and naming-of uppercase letters are Level ) characteristics;

they are inntial signs of acquisition of reading concepts. Upper- and .

lowercase letter naming is followed at close hand by writing, rudimentary
7

spelling, recognition of'words in context, and use of some of the terms

that describe the act of reading. The high corr ations with the knowledge

items on the parents' questionhaire suggest that parents can assess their

young chifdren's Oereading knowledge.. However; the low correlations with

support items op the questionnaire indicate that our questions did not
. ...

0
1 , .

adequately evaluate parents' role in supporting prveading Also, the

of relationship between story recall and otter prereadihg tests
,

eservesetheristudy, as it suggestS that the ability to remember and

talk about a story is quite separate from-a letter- and word-learning

activitx.N
Questionnaire results. ChLldren'S posttraining knowledge and

Interest in prereading was measured-by two questionnaires. The interest

questionnaire, given three weeks'afaer training, determined that 13 of
'7\2, .

, .

the 15 children were still interested in the six little books, that had

been duplicated and given to'them. on:the last day of the training. (Ube

family moved away prior to the follow-up questionnaire, and one child

forgot to.take the books home.) Twelve of the 13 children were reported
I

to read the books occasionallx:or'frequently (rather than seldom or Sever)

to parents; siblings, or other friends,'and 12 were re interested in

reading words at this time than prior to the training. No training.

16
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differences appeared; instead, all parentsr4orted theif children to
.

1 ..... /..._-_,_,
have greater interest in letters, words, or-books.

The other follow-up rep, a repetition of the knowledge and support
. .

.

questionnaire, was handed out to the parents five months after training.

Twelve parents responded. There was)no significant change
3

in parental

support (t = 1.6, 2.> .101. However, a significant increase occurred of

parents' estimates of their children's knowledge of prereading (t =.3.9,

< .01),' with higher gains appearing-for the story-oriented (7= 5.8)

than forthe print-oriented group -(X = 2.5). Since the second questionnaire

was given five months after training, it was conceivable'that the increase

in knowledge by both groups was due to a natural developmental increase

rather thgn to our training. To test that posSibility, we gave the

questionnaire tq anew gro p of parelits from the same daycare center whose

children were nearly th same.a e at fhe follow-up report time as those

in the earlier,gropp. the results, in Table 4 show no difference between

.the ur/ained and pretrained children, permitting the conclusion that

'

JD

the effect:was due to theinstructitm the thildren.received.
.

1
,,,

. ..1.-
.

Insert Table 4 about Ille.
.....

Tr5nscript:analysis resuly. Althciugh test and questionnaire results

showed inconsistent effect% of training, it was possible that instructional

differences would be apparent from a.micrir-analysis of teacher-student :

interactions. TO carry out the alalysis, a second lesson given to

18
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children who had received Level 1 and Level 2 training was transcribed;

other iiessons served to check the findings. The teacher's activities as

well as the children's reactions to task,_ materials, and procedure were

4011

analyzed. After repeated viewings of the tapes, we chose three measures

of teacher activity that could be reliably counted and that we-thought

taptured the 'teacher's intent: (a) niqrlbat,of directives explicitly given

to children to carry out'a task; (b) numbe[ of implicit directives; and

(c) number of occasions the teacher gave or repeated an answer or helped

a child find a correct answer. Four typ's of student responses were

counted: (a) number of correct single or overlapping respopses (multiple

.answers given at the
X
same 'time were individually counted because we., . .

.

f

, - t l'

assumed that each child who answered was responding independently);

(b) number of response repetitions, which were occasions of repeatiAg

answers piven by the eacherl or anotherchild; (c) number of no responses,

4

hough explicitly4directed by the teacher; andwhere qothing was said even

(d) number. of wrong responses,.when attempts by children to answer were

.
incorrect. Twol raters separately tabulated these acti ities, settling

any disagreements in conference. V

Th; tasks ,are presented iniabie 5 rearranged according to their ,.

.

instructionalfocus..t.evelitasksatpetopof.the table are those

which direct children to recite or 'read words in context, copy letters,'

,or recognize them by name. Level tasks, which\arebelow, direct

Chi.ldren to 'relate or mail letters 'or' their sounds to the first letter

in words. The.four children whose responses are catggoriied here are

4

N.4

A
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representative of the. orts of response made by other children and in other

4
lessons.

1

Insert Table 5 about here.
Ls

The two types of tasks had strikingly diffetent effeets on the

children. First, there were far more responses with Level 1 than Level 2

tasks (78 versus 30), and'a greater percent were correct (7p% versus 3%).

Second, children remained Went or answered incorrectly fai less often

when the teacher requested a respOnse to a Level 1 task than. to a Level 2

task (8 times as,against 18). The poordr perfirance of the children

With Level 2 tasks could. not be ,ascribed to fewer requests to answer. The/

teacher issued 27 explicit directives (and,8 implicit directives) with

Level 1 tasks but made 47 directives with Level 2 tasks. -She gave help 4,

almost as frequently, giliing a clue or repeating an answer on 56 occasions

with Level 1 tasks and on 41 occasions with Level 2 tasks. Also, since

the children did eespond.to'Level 1 tasks, we could not surmise an un-,

'14r,willingnesp on ttiel art to talk. It appears instead that they were

unwilling to arise r and unable to profit from' the numerogs examples because

the tasks dealt with 4 representatiO of reading that they did not yet

understand. The results support the model's predictiom that"for these

Level 1 children reading was oriented around meaningfulness. They could

leArn to read 'or recIte the wordin the storye_lying on picture infor-
,,

mation and help from the teacher. Reading did not mean analyzing words
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into letter sounds or relating letters to, the initial. phonemes of Words.

They could not ihink,ofwords that began with a, particular and did

not understand why they were dr'awing pittures to go with particular letters.

The following excerpts from the lesson transcript of Level 1.arca

Level 2 tasks exemplify children's ability to accomplish Level 1 .tasks

but not Level 2 tasks. The transcript als0 displays how Lei/el 1 tasks

proceeded more smoothly' and had Nwer interruptions by children and how

.1

errors were closer to the right answer with Level 1 than Level 2" tasks.
4

' Level 1 Task '(Finding t in box orTetters)

T: Look in there'and Bind me a t.

TO, you want to pick the first

one?

TO: (reaches in andttakes a card

labeled.t.)

T.: Huh. ,sky. Good boy. Okay

AN go and then JE. Get a t

outa there.

,AN:. Ltakes alcara with t.)

T: Huh; good girl..

JE: (reaches in box, takes card)

T: There's some big ones and

some little ones.

Good, JE.

a

4-

Teacher' leans box of letters,
toward TO.

Teacher holds box infront
of AN, leans toward her:

-

'As teacher moves box toward
-JE, he takes a, card.-

a



Level 1 Task (Reading he i story)

/
TO, can,you-tel..1 fki(what's thisi

page?. A teeny.. c 5iny turtle

tiny turtleTO:

4

And now it's AN's tut. Let's

listen 'n see if AN cin'figure

it out., A . .

AN: teeny tiny .. frog

'pad Cauie

we want tuh. A teeny tiny toad.

Its Just like a frog.

HUH. Okay, JE.

Lets see. A'. .

JE: Teeny tiny cat

T: 'A teeny tiny . . .

JE: . . tiger

T: Tiger, you betcha.

T: What're they doit0

Taking . . $ Now it's

.KR: Tea.

T: Tea. Huh.

KR's turn

Level 2 Task (Telling words that begin
with t)

T1 What else starts with tuh?

TO: (no response)

T: Ci'n you think a oneil

AN:1 (no response)

T: Tree. -And I bet JE knows.

What's another one?
1

4
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4

Teacher is ,p4ing, children
each to.read a. page of the
neastofy. This- is their

f,rs-t reading after the

teacher had read the story
to them.. T holds book in
.front of TO.

T looks up, turns page
points to page, leans-
forward.

T Lifts head and looks at

T, nods at AN. Turns page.

T leans toward JE.

T turns page.
4,

T poin,'Hblds book
toward R.

9

AW
T smiles, tCrns page.
-Sits up.

J

Teacher-is-asking children
to think,of words begins
ninTwi.th t. T taps TO
on arm, looks at him.
T Teak toward AN.

T looks- over at JE.
looks down.

4

.11101%
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)JE: Um. . .

. ,

T: What's on-your car? A tire?

JE: (nods)

Level 2 Task (Making pictures that begin with 0,

.T: And a train. Let's put a t

there so we. have a t

KR: tut look!

for thektrainj

The t is going across there!

T: Oh it's a gigantic.t. Let's

make--And what are you doing?

Are yoU making a tree?

[-_

Or a turnip?

AN: T for--t, t_
-

t for -CinZaible}

1I //And what is that?

TO: A'number. ,.

T:

r_

: A numberq A two? -

KR: Hey I'm (inaudibIOL
\

T: Is that a two?
,

A t for two?

)

,Foundations for Literacy

TO:I: (no response)

T: Okay, two'.

Discussion

a

1 20

n ,

f, having directed children
to draw pictures and label
them with the letter t, is

_tasking AN -to label her train.

T. Looki at KR.

T leaps toward TO, taps
him on the arm.

.

Results fr4om three sources--test data, parent report, and lesson

transcript--provilde convergirig evidence about children's, firs4t conceptualize-
,.

tiond of reading. Childrbn who can name only a few letters but have little

other knowledge about.reading can learn to recognize printed words in
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context. They.can recognize, name, and print letters and can learn to.

read (or recite) very simple stories, Lt they do not, understand how to

'analyze words,, identify letter sounds, or ,relate phonemes to letter sounds.,.

Further, instruction that features print MeaningfOness cari-proceA

smoothly, involve'few errors, and engage children'ssinterest and attention.

For example, all the children were enthusiastic about reading the stories

and were able to participate after they heard a story. An 4mmediate

result of training was that everyone kneW to turn a book r ight,stde up.

Another, according to parents was that the children now had a'greater

interest in letters, wordi, and,stories. Five* months after training the

children were reported by.parents to be more knowledgeable about print.

it is impoTtant to note, that facilitative'effects of training

surrounded Level 1 rat tier than Level 2 activity. Parents indicattd Oanges

principally in recognitiop of leiters and words rather than spellinvor.

sound4ng out of words. The micro-ana sis showe cor'rect responses*

to Level 2 tasks even though the teacher had given many, examples and

requested many answers. This.meant that whine th\e, teacher's instructional,

effort was as great for Level 2 as for Level 1"tasks, it provided less

"pay off" in terms of positive student responses. So despite the

teacher's concerted effort to increase children's Level 2 knowledge, they
V -

Seldom responded in a meaningful way, showing no evidence duringthe

lessons of increasing their understanding of these tasks and little

)

evidence at home, of attending to these tasks.

6

-
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The notion we are espousing is that it is not the amount of instruction ,

...

that matters so muoh as the degree of congruence betweenliistrbctional .7.

r .
.

L=,

co `tent and children's representatiqn of the information. This ibqrpre-' .P

M ',*7-'
,

w. , ./,

tation is Lased prindgially on the transcript analyst's and pre-posit parent ,:.,

.

., .

response. ln conjUnCtron with correlational analysis, the' results suggest

. ',,

that there are levels of ereading development which can be related to,
0' .

J
'. 4

instructional effectiveness. if this result is .confirmed in further'work,

it witl be possible eventually to construct formal and informal instructional
. ,i,..,

guidelines for parents and teachers in'order to prepare young children for
,

reading."

A

'We do not wish, however, to leave readers with the impression that

,,all changes in children's knowledge about and Merest in reading were

due sdiely to the ten short iessons,Children,received. We believe,

instead, that the little books the children were given to take home

e
helped to orient'not only children, but*their parents and their, day care

teachers, toappropriate prereading tasks. 0 evidence comes principally

from parents' comments. On the first posttraining questionnaire, parents
. ,

. - .

remarked op their c ihildren's strong interest in the books they had
.

. .. . -

,

. ,

learned
,

to =read
r

-

Many parents said thbt the children re-very pleased
. , . .

. _ .

to-be-able to act-like readers. for example, one mother stated that

.

for the firsttim her daughter wanted to read to her. Another mother

25
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I'tated that her Child liked theelitt4e books b much that they made similar

books-of-their own. Many of the children were said to read daily the

..----

little boOks to younger siblings, babysitters, parents, or even

stuff/

ed .

animals: It seems likely that for the .first time the children had readitg

. .

materials that not only belonged to them but that they could proudly
.

assert that they could read.
6

in ,alt,Yrkelihoopi, wheh parents and teachers

could seethat their, chitdren were reading or reciting s4mple stories,

the adults began td'lay a more construetiVe roletTri_furtheeing children's

tcnowedge. The story books may haVe served as a first stepping stone
-

'. . .

/ to Fiteeecy because' parents and teachers saw new ways to foster reading

as well as because the children coul

to read.

er 'Conceptualize what it means

Two open-ended Oestions on the last questionnaLre also suggest that

More and better-focused parental participation helps to explain children's

increased reading activity. Nine of the 12 parents responded affirmatively

`to thb_AOestion, "Is anyone teaching the child about reading? Briefly

-descri,be . . .Most of the pa
tr.

ents mentioned naming and spelling printed

words for children (a typical comment was, "1 point out words when

reading ,stories to him"). Only one parent also mentioned a Lekel 2

activity she "tries to show her that yt can sound letters out"). Nine
4

parents added opmments,about other activities: "Amy will see words with

letters A, M or Y in'them and get excited because those letters are in

her name." "He wants to know more abput what-certain things say, like

26
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cereal boxes." "Toby asks ow to spell words and writes the letters as

0.
they are saiq." "She has,a rhyming game and she can identify those names

on the card and those that do,rh)me. She even'makes,up her own rhyming

words." While all of these parents were playing a valuable role in

helping their dhill't learn and_find meaning in printed words, alf'but

one were giving.help' tfiit could be characterized as Level I rather than

Leve) 2 activity. We think that the children began learning about reading

.

.

because the training that oriented them to print was
A

t en, with the

aid of appropriate materials, transferred to home and daycare settings.

.1

t

'40A
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'The story, called "Signs,' contained, these nine pages: Stop (with

picture of stop sign)/car (with picture of stop sign and car)/stop

(wit picture of stop sign)/bus (with picture of b04-fstop.(with

pictu of stop sign)/truck (with picture of truck)/stop (with picture

of stop sign and.railroed track)/tor the train (picture of train) /,hoot

(no picture). din scoring!' 3.,Peounted the number of content words on

each page that the child said.

2
For example, the story featuring C contained the following seven4

*page text: Can you carry? A cat/and a cup/and a cap/and a clown/al a

cake/on a cow?

3Questionnaire scores were computed after translating responses of

seldom, occasionally, a frequently to 1, 2, and-3, respectively. Changes

were noted as 0 (no change), +1(change to the more positive term), -1

(change to the more negative term).

4
Two errors from Level I' tasks are In these excerpts. A child

said "frog" instead of toad and "cat" insteadof tiger. These err

demonstrate the importance for Level 1' readers to have unambiguous

pictures with the stories. These two pictui,es we e'not satisfactory.

5Brackets in the r indicate overlying speech.

6
These and similar Stories were originally .constructed by the authors

because'there were no published materials that we found that were easy
4

4.

enough for 4-year-old-thildren to learn in one or_two readings and

that contained an interesting story line with an amusing or surprising ending

33
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Table 1

.Comparison of Pant- and Story- Oriented

Groups After Train"
9

;

x sd

Reading New Story'

Print-oriented

Story-oriented

Write "Something"

Print-oriented

;Story- oriented

4.28

_2.71

Wt.ite "Letters"

Print-oriented 6.71

Story-oriented 5.14

Write "Words':

Print-orientd 8.57

Story- oriented 5.86

4
2.21

2.56 '

1.85,

.41\

2.13*

.23
1

1.99

2.73 ( 2.12*

A
I

..

Note. There wereseven children in each group. One child who had
attended kindergarten was omitted.

*p < .05
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4

Comparison of Print- and Story-Or ented Groups

on Prereading Knowledge 8 ore an er Training

'4.

,PIPPretraining , Posttraining

sd\ sd

UPpercase Letter's

Ptlint-oriented

Story-oriented

8.14

6.14

4.74

5.55 or.

8.00

6.43

5.03

5.50.

Lowercase Letters

'Print-oriented 4.71 3.64 5.43 3.73

Story-oriented 4.14 3.72 4.57 , 4.27

Spelling

Print-oriented 1.00 1.16 .431 1.21

Story- oriented .71 .76 :57 .98

Note. There were seven children in each group. One child who had
attended kindergarten was omitted.

*- 4

4



Table 3

ConclviOns Among Pre-Post Test Scores,. and

rent Questionnaire Responses

2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 .11 12 13

Pretest
. ._-.

1. Wercase letters 87** :38 .27 -.23 97** -83** 35 .44 .62* .59* .13 -.28
2, Lowercase 1,5Pers .50 .55* -.16 87** 95** .48 ..43 .65* .54* .06 -.26
3. Spelling

. .72 * *. .01 .39 .62* .96** .56* .73** .52 .09 .14
4. Book words .29 29 59*, 74** 42 61 '.22 .08 .05
5. Story probed recall'., -.06 .-:.07' -.04 12 09 19 .55* .29

Posttest

6. Uppercase letters
7. Lowercase letters
8. Spelling
9. Writing

PoreAt Questionnaire

10.. Pretest knowledge
assessment

11. Posttest knowledge
ti assessment

12. Pretest support
assessment

13. Posttest support
assessment

I

904* .32 .46 ..60* t .68* .19 -.30
.57* .56* J.76** .65* .17 =.08

. .52 .73** .42 -.03 .11 .

.82** .51 .14= .28

*p <

**p < .05

36
ti

0
C
n.

. .71** .17 .22

.17 .23
CA, -Pi

.g6*

37
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Parent Questionnaire Responses

34

Under Three instructional ConditiOns

n x / - x
assessment assessment

of knowledge of support

Untrained children 12 17.5 .21.7

Pretrained children 15 17.4 21.8

Posttrained children 13 21.5 23.3

1/ r

'

ti

ti
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Table ,5

F;struction,for Level One and Levef Two Tasks

Teacher Activity

Tasks
.aid or explicit implicit Correct Repetition None Wrong
example directive directive

Student Responses

-.Level 1 Tasks

Identifying own
printed name

Printing.14

Findieg t In box
Of letters.

-Reading of story
by teachera

'First reading
by children9

Second;readin2
by cfiildren

.Rev.iew story

first reading
'Review story

second reading

Tell words that ,,,

begin with t ,,
Making pictures that

begin wifh t
Pointing to t in

words i'n story

_

1 6 0 3 0 Y '1

0. , . 4 0 0

2- 9 0 11 - 0 0 1.

19
)

0
,
0 -

12' .4 0 10 0 0 2

3 d
,

3
3 17 6 0 0

I
10 5 1 5 2 0 1

8 0 4 10 , 0 0, 2

Level 2 Tasks

9' 10 0 3 6 - 0

23 21 0,' 1 2 2.4 3

9 ,16 0 0 6 4 3

aEach content word in the story that was read or repeated by the teacher was counted as an example.
TheFe were only 16 content words in 'the new story an 10,, content words in ,the-review story.

. .


